was quite close : the ** scene of the crime/' It was a well-known fact that a criminal was irresistibly drawn to the " scene of the crime." Quinette had not committed the crime. But was not this desire which he felt associated with that preposterous attraction which the criminal felt, and which so often led to his ruin ? He must resist it. He must do nothing which was not dictated by the light of reason and did not form part of a methodical plan.
If only Leheudry himself had not already returned to the hovel! Quinette had made him swear not to stir from the neighbourhood of his refuge. But the man was impulsive, and he was a liar. If he had read the paper this morning, would he have had the strength of mind to resist going to the " scene of the crime," the discovered crime ? The only hope was that he had not read the paper. And that was more likely. The printer stayed in bed late, slept as much as possible and had a terror of papers. At this time of day almost certainly he was not up yet.
Would it not be a good thing to go and see him at once -go as fast as possible, say in a taxi, to make sure of catching him ? Put him, on his guard. Make him realise that henceforth the smallest slip might mean prison and death. That he must obey implicitly.
Yes, that was the thing to do. Quinette put on his hat. Just as he was pulling back the bolt, the thought struck him : " And what about the trunk ? " Could he go off like that ? Would it not be extremely rash ? Suppose that the inquiry had made astonishingly rapid progress, and that at any moment, while Quinette was out, the police came and explored that trunk, found what was inside it ?
Quinette did not know yet what story he was going to tell to explain the trunk's presence in his back shop. But, before anything else, he must make sure that it contained nothing compromising. He had opened it only once, three days ago, to take some clean linen to Leheudry. He had looked inside it, but summarily - like a customs officer, not like a policeman. The story he told, whatever its details might be, would have no chance of being believed unless the trunk

